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The article presents an example of how the social and political ideology of Greekness 
has determined the way the Greek audience and critics interpret performances of 
Aristophanes’s ancient comedies. Starting from the comparison of the director Nikos 
Karathanos’s performance of Aristophanes’s The Birds (2016) with Karolos Koun’s 
performance of the same name in 1959, the article argues that Koun’s The Birds imposed 
a specific aspect on Greekness, functioning as “dominant rule” even today. The article, 
integrated into a sociological aspect on theatre, suggests that each theatre performance 
transfers much more extra-theatrical (mostly social and ideological) meaning than we 
may believe and the interpretation of each specific theatrical action/reaction also passes 
through the understanding of the society in which it belongs.       
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133Theatre Reception in Greece and the Ideology 
of Greekness
From Karolos Koun’s (1959) to Nikos Karathanos’s (2016) 
Performance of Aristophanes’s The Birds 

Introduction

In 1959, at the Theatre of Herodotus Atticus (on the southwest slope of the 
Acropolis, in Athens), some furious spectators started to yell “shame” and “stop 
the performance”; an actor, dressed as an Orthodox Christian priest, was singing 
a song reminiscent of the psalms of the Greek church and performing the opening 
ceremony of Nefelokokkygia (Cloud Cuckoo Land), the imaginary town built by the 
Όρνιθες/The Birds in the eponymous comedy by Aristophanes. It is also the time 
the director Karolos Koun of The Art Theatre,1 the composer Manos Hatzidakis and 
the set designer/painter Giannis Tsarouhis set forth their candidacy to become the 
legends of the Greek theatre (as they indeed did). The next morning, the (Right) Greek 
government, using the still-existing censorship laws, banned the repetition of the 
performance, but the results of this decision were opposite to those expected; the 
performance was triumphantly repeated in Paris (1965) at the Festival of Nations, and 
its choreography by Zouzou Nikoloudi would be considered, even today, as the most 
classical choreography for the ancient Chorus (in Greece and elsewhere). By contrast, 
the government’s act remained a monument of a reactionary and intervening political 
decision as far as art and theatre are concerned; the “loser” was not the performance 
and its contributors, but the government’s vice-president and the one responsible 
for this decision, Konstantinos Tsatsos (also the first president of the Greek Republic 
after the restoration of Democracy after 1975), mocked by (the Left and moderate) 
critics and intellectuals; for many years, his caricature in newspapers and journals 
was presented carrying a … chicken!2

In 2016, innovative director and actor Nikos Karathanos took over the presentation 
of a new performance of The Birds in a production of the Onassis Cultural Centre. The 
performance premiered in Epidaurus Theatre on 19 August 2016 and was repeated 

1  A short biography of Karolos Koun may be found at his theatre’s page: http://www.theatro-technis.gr/greek-art-theatre-karolos-
koun/ The Art Theatre (Theatro Technis) was, until his death in 1987, the most innovative theatre in Greece; it is no exaggeration 
if we say that theatre in Greece after World War II, as far as dramaturgy and forms, was actually a “creation” by this troupe and 
Karolos Koun (Glytzouris 359 & 542 et seq.).  
2  The word: Ὂρνιθες (Ornithes)], meaning Birds in ancient Greek is the plural mode both of the masculine ὁ ὂρνις (o ornis), 
which means bird and the feminine ἡ ὂρνις (i ornis), which means chicken – the two words sound the same, even though they have 
a different meaning. In addition, the word “chicken”, as in many languages, is used in Greek to imply a cowardly person (slang).



134 in Athens in September 2016 and in New York, USA (at St. Ann’s Warehouse) in May 
2018. Not only did his innovative performance instantly become a modern reference 
for the revival of ancient Greek drama, if we take into consideration the attendance 
(sold out everywhere) and the official reviews by mainstream critics, but it was also 
subject to the most contradictory feelings and opinions. More importantly, the director 
seemed always to feel the need to respond to a widespread (especially through social 
media) critique: in an interview (Kaltaki “Nikos Karathanos”), he openly admits that 
his performance cannot compete against the one by Karolos Koun, almost 60 years 
ago!3 The same agony seemed to really bother all the official critics (in newspapers, 
etc.); everyone started his/her review with an “apology” to Aristophanes’s play(s) 
or a reminder of Karolos Koun’s The Birds (to, consciously or not, compare it with 
Karathanos’s performance).4 

So, we have a performance in 1959, which, in its time, did not seem to fit into the 
official norms on art and theatre, but which after some 60 years, has become the 
standard for another performance. We will discuss how this peculiarity cannot be 
explained according to purely theatrical terms (i.e., nowadays, it is widely believed 
that Karolos Koun’s performance is “insuperable”); instead, we have to detect hidden 
ideological mechanisms under not only the reception (and critique) of ancient comedy 
in Greece, but also its production and direction. In addition, we will try to support that 
the disapprovals in both cases, although so far away from each other, actually derive 
from the same ideological source. 

The adventures of Attic Comedy’s reception

The reception of Aristophanes’s ancient comedies in contemporary Greek (theatrical 
or not) history is more complex than we may imagine – and, maybe, more passionate 
than the reception of the ancient Greek tragic plays. Throughout contemporary Greek 
history (from 1830 to today), the fights between those who insist that they “ought” 
to preserve the “true meaning” of these ancient classic plays and those who would 
like to “read” (translate, perform, edit) them in a different way, more close to their 
era and contemporary needs, compete with the major political and social fights and 
movements. In 1903, at the Oresteiaka (named after Aeschylus’s trilogy Oresteia), a 

3  Even the official site of the performance by Onassis Culture Centre mentions Karolos Koun’s performance: http://www.sgt.gr/
eng/SPG1672/ 
4  Some examples: Sarigiannis: the critic titles his article answering all the censures of Karathanos on behalf of Aristophanes 
and Koun; Ioannidis: a critic and professor at the School of Theatre Studies of the University of Athens starts his review saying: 
“Since we all think the same thing, let’s start from this”, meaning the comparison with Koun’s performance; Karaoglou, where 
she also starts saying: “I won’t mention The Birds by Karolos Koun, because I believe there is no need to make a comparison with 
it”; Ragkousi, where she judges the division between supporters and criticisers of Karathanos’s performance; Sykka, where she 
dedicates a whole chapter of her review to Koun; Anesti, where she answers to all these who judge Karathanos based on Koun’s 
performance. The only critic who does not mention Koun is Arkoumanea, who, nevertheless, believes that Karathanos “changed” 
Aristophanes’s play.



135group of university students violently protested against the Royal Theatre in Athens 
(afterwards the National Theatre) and its performance of Oresteia; it was the first 
time that the trilogy by Aeschylus had been officially performed based not on the 
original ancient Greek text, but on a translation. The protests resulted in one dead and 
many injured. The irony is that the translation was not in the spoken Greek language, 
but in the official language of the time, which was a cultivated mix of ancient and 
modern Greek.5

That characteristic episode proves that, apart from scholars and politicians, the public 
also tends to consider ancient tragic plays (and almost every written monument 
from ancient Greece) as a sacred inheritance, which should be protected against 
deformation, disrespect and alteration of the playwright's and the text’s spirit. But, 
Aristophanes’s comedies had been in a more disadvantageous position: they were not 
only treated as evidences of the Greek “tribe’s” unchanged language and spirit (as the 
tragedies), but also with a sense of postponement as far as their scenic performance is 
concerned, due to their scurrility, their loose structure and their complex correlation 
with present situations. The first professional performance of an Aristophanes’s 
comedy (Νεφέλες/The Clouds) occurred only in 1900, by the satirical writer and 
intellectual Georgios Souris (Mavrogeni 74),6 when the first tragic play (Sophocles’s 
Antigone) had been already presented by the University of Athens in 1867 for the 
celebration of the king’s marriage. Even that performance was repeated in 1901, “with 
mitigated expression”, appropriate for ladies [One detail here – that performance was 
presented during the carnival and ladies should wear masks! Some testimonies speak 
of only 15 (!) ladies who followed the show]. Since then, most of the performances 
were addressed exclusively by men; that was the case of the 1905 production of 
Πλούτος/Wealth by Royal Theatre7 and the 1904 production of Εκκλησιάζουσες/
The Assemblywomen by Konstantinos Hristomanos.8 Aristophanes’s plays slowly 
found their way to the stage, but always after some kind of adaptation, which tended 
to “clean” the plays of their more provocative and scandalous elements, and some 
isolated serious approaches (such as Τhe Birds directed by Spyros Melas in 1929, 
with Peistheteros played by the famous actor Vassilis Logothetidis) cannot change 
the general image, which, for many years, included representations of Aristophanic 
comedies from troupes on tour in Greek countryside. Throughout the interwar 

5  On the Greek language question, the controversy between spoken modern Greek and that “made” language (katharevousa, 
which actually means: “cleaned”) see also Beaton 369–449; Mackridge Language and National Identity 25–51; Frangoudaki 
365–81; Babiniotis 1–16; Mackridge “Korais” 1–26; Horrocks, 438–70; Alexiou 156–92; Browning 49–68.
6  There were also previous performances in 1868: Πλούτος/Wealth by the professional troupe of Sofoklis Karydas, based on 
the edited text by Aimilios Hourmouzios, and a student performance of Νεφέλες/The Clouds, translated by Alexandros Rizos 
Ragkavis and under the exhortation of the king; but those performances met with indifference and bad reviews (Mavrogeni 
38–46). 
7  Directed by Thomas Oikonomou and translated by Themistoklis Solomos. This is the first attempt of  a “state” revival of an 
Aristophanes play. 
8  Konstantinos Hristomanos (1876–1911) is considered one of the most emblematic directors in Greece. For his contribution to 
modern Greek theatre see Papanikolaou 241–50.  



136 period, Aristophanes, though a “classic”, was considered to be brutish and vulgar, 
and a typical example of where he was classified is Λυσιστράτη/Lysistrata, which 
was repeatedly portrayed by transgender Marios Rotzairon; a performance only for 
men (a 1924 promotional poster writes: “It is strictly forbidden for ladies to enter”), 
exploiting Aristophanes’s “inappropriateness” to present taboo-free spectacles, 
with daring dances, gestures and costumes (Kaltaki “Is Aristophanes”). Even in 
1951, when the National Theatre presented its first performance of Aristophanes 
with Νεφέλες/The Clouds, the director Sokratis Karantinos preferred an aesthetics 
“resembling” the ancient one, with masks and kothornoi (the shoes with thick soles, 
worn by ancient actors) and in a translation by the poet Kostas Varnalis, where all 
provocative expressions and scurrility were “blunted”. And, following that spirit, the 
National Theatre and its main director Alexis Solomos created, as Georgousopoulos 
and Yoyos (130) say, the “official” form for performances based on Aristophanes’s 
comedies, a so-called civil, “elegant, polished and ‘European’” tradition, dominant 
during the 1950s.  

Alexis Solomos’s idea of Aristophanes is based on this “cleaning” of the plays of every 
element which alienates the performance both from the playwright’s spirit and from 
our era. As he says (14): “The satire of Aristophanes was not written for some people, 
but for man in general,” so the term he proposed was not “revival” (of the plays) but 
“survival”. In order to achieve this, he suggested that “we need neither to edit nor to 
misrepresent the play”, but to use elements that are most closely related to ancient 
comedy, since all comic forms base their existence there, mainly epitheorisi.9

Solomos (14–15) mentions that: “Epitheorisi is today the only theatrical form of 
current affairs. It follows public life step by step and, by satirising it, it judges [...]”, 
adding (395–98) that the Aristophanic comedy, of course, should not be fully identified 
with the Epitherorisi. On the contrary, while in Epitheorisi, the spectacle is more 
akin to the “stacking of comic scenes” (378), in ancient comedy, “despite the loose 
dramatic economy and the lack of solid plot, the rule seems to be a single dramatic 
creation” (401). And, he concludes (403) that, in addition to the “inspirational spirit 
and the blending of disparate elements, the folklore of modern Greek tradition can be 
a valuable array of information and correspondences to overcome the problem of the 
various ceremonies, etc., of which Aristophanes’s plays are full.”10

9  Epitheorisi (Επιθεώρηση) (meaning: “revue”), was the most popular genre of theatre in Greece between roughly 1894 and the 
early 1930s. It was based in a sequence of comic scenes on everyday life, most times without any relation amongst them, and 
scattered with songs and dance. It was a variety show, which “appealed to audiences with its topicality and, initially, with its 
message of freedom from rules and conventions, both social and artistic”, as Bacopoulou-Halls Aliki (269–71) mentions. See 
Hatzipantazis & Maraka 7–21.
10  All quotations taken from Greek sources have been translated by the author into English.



137The ideology of Greekness

It seems now that we reach the core of our questioning: when Solomos speaks 
for Greek “folklore”, tradition and origins, he is integrated into the widest and 
most vigorous ideological pathway, which, since the 1930s or earlier, features the 
notion of Greekness (ελληνικότητα/hellinikotita – the ideology of being Greek) as 
the ultimate rule – or, better, the ultimate quest – for every political, social and 
cultural action in Greece. The identification of Greekness as a constant demand 
of modernity in Greece has been thoroughly analysed (Tziovas 19–39), and it is 
also connected with phases of contemporary political Greek history, even since 
the independence of the Greek state in 1830. After the catastrophe in Minor Asia 
(1922) and the establishment of a fascist dictatorship under Ioannis Metaxas 
(1936), Greekness replaces the “Great Idea” as the central political guideline11 
– and Greekness itself turns to more conservative aspects, identified with the 
nation-state.12 But, this conservative turn is not completely reflected in the area 
of literature and culture: the writers from the so-called “generation of the 1930s” 
will bring innovation in forms, requiring a review of the past, and they will be 
responsible for the concept’s new meaning, which includes folklore and popular 
aspects of everyday life.

Are we in front of a division, as far as the meaning of Greekness is concerned? More 
likely, we are in front of a single source with two conclusions, which energise each 
other, recycling the notion itself. As Mouzelis mentions: “the open passage from 
popular to ethnocentrism is more possible than we may believe and it can be 
traced in many occasions” (321). And, we must not forget that this connection, 
but not fully integration, of literature and an ideology with political and social 
aspects was not something peculiar or new in Greece; after all, as Tziovas explains: 
“Literature, due to the instability or inadequacy of political institutions, seems to 
be the most appropriate institution to express and stimulate Greekness, with the 
result that literary texts are proclaimed as national heirlooms and writers are 
strongly urged to underline their nationality. Literature thus takes on the role of 
the guardian of tradition, since chaotic political institutions cannot respond to 
this role” (14).

11  Megali Idea [Μεγάλη Ιδέα (“the Great Idea”)], was the central political ideology in Greece since the 19th century: it had as its 
goal the deliberation of Greek people living at the Ottoman Empire and their integration into one big Greek State, which would 
restore the Byzantium Empire. The “Great Idea” seemed to have found its completion after the Balkan Wars (1912–13) and World 
War I (1914–18), when Greece gained territories in Macedonia, Thrace, Crete and part of Minor Asia. But, the euphoria lasted 
only a few years; in 1922, the Greek army was defeated by the Turkish army, and, in 1923, the Greek population of Minor Asia 
(almost 1.5 million people, with origins from antiquity) was obliged to become refugees in Greece. It was the first time in history 
when an agreed exchange of population between two countries happened (almost 800,000 Turks were obliged to leave Greece for 
Turkey). This “catastrophe” was followed by a decade of political developments, which ended with the enforcement of a fascist 
regime (1936). See Kitromilides 25–34. 
12  This turn is not irrelevant with the refugee issue, in which 1.5 million people of Greek origin were trying to survive and be 
integrated into a Greek state of less than 5 million people. The inevitable conflicts between locals and refugees ended only with 
World War II. See Salvanou 120–38.  



138 In the area of   Greek theatre history, the period 1940–56 has been characterised by 
Grammatas (230) as the “period of Greekness”, although some scholars disagree; 
Georgousopoulos argues that: “Greekness was an ideology without true meaning in 
the area of theatre; on the contrary, the theatrical tradition was repeatedly based on 
the ‘naturalisation’ of loans” (210), but, we have severe doubts if this remark has value 
in the area of the presentation of ancient (tragic or comic) plays. Tsatsoulis supports 
that: 

The history of directing of ancient drama and art in general during the 20th century is 
related with the ideology of Greekness as it was concretised by the generation of the 
1930s. Elements of geopolitics and ethnocentrism shaped the pre-war generations of 
the directors who were the first, after centuries, to re-approach ancient drama in its 
natural spaces. With European education and apparently influenced by the German 
romantic or classical directing school, they simultaneously sought to embellish their 
stage proposals with elements of Greekness coming from the immediate or distant past 
of Greece, such as Byzantium, thus revealing the inviolable mystical constitutions of 
historical species and Greekness as contained into the ancient texts. (367)

Koun’s Aristophanes

Tsatsoulis (367) continues: 

Karolos Koun creates a revolution in this tradition, not denying the ideology of 
Greekness, but looking for it in other paths. More in his theoretical texts and less in 
his performances, he emerges as a “researcher” of Greekness that could break the 
borders and, perhaps, touch the modern concept of interculturalism. The first texts 
and performances of Karolos Koun overrule the romantic perception of the direction 
of ancient drama, but they emphasise the need for a “Greek interpretation, bound 
with our origins” and the reference to the “popular” element as it is revealed “in life, 
island, our folk songs and more back, Byzantine hagiographies and ancient vases”. 

We are ready to comprehend now why Greekness is not only connected with the 
nation-state, but is also a very resistant notion, apart from classical political and 
ideological divisions, such as “right” and “left”. It may refer to the nation, but it may 
as well integrate, and quietly cultivate, a more “left” concept for (Greek) people as 
creator of its history. And, we may conclude, as Tziovas does, that: 

after the war, the representatives of the Left turn again to Greekness, as the only reliable 
ideological and cultural concept. However, the concept is being degraded and adapted 
to the new facts that are essentially based not on the nation but on the people. In this 
sense, Greekness means “the authentic expression of the oppressed and deliberately 
degraded potential of the Greek people”. (25) 



139And that was exactly the difference between Karolos Koun’s perception on 
Aristophanes and Alexis Solomos’s (and the National Theatre’s) one, which may 
explain the disapprovals to the 1959 performance; from an Aristophanes appropriate 
only as a bourgeois spectacle (and in accordance with the country’s post-civil conflict 
right-wing political and ideological situation), Koun seems not to reject the writer’s 
self-evident Greekness, but to adopt a more “left” approach for his presentation.

Karolos Koun’s performances of Aristophanes’s comedies, starting from the element 
of “popular” and “folk”, symbolised exactly this idea of Greekness referring to people. 
The Greek folk tradition and his daily, modern life would be his guide, against the 
“refined” (but, also, questing for Greekness) performance presented and supported 
by Alexis Solomos; here, we are in front of a “vulgar” and orgiastic spectacle, with 
memories of the pure Greek countryside and its simple inhabitants. In addition, 
the mask and its use, together with the emergence of the Chorus as a protagonist 
of the performance, will directly refer to the festive atmosphere of the ancient 
Dionysian worship. The grotesque element, comic anachronisms, references to the 
folk musical tradition, and the transcriptions of ancient rituals into modern Greek 
reality (as the priest mentioned above) will be Koun’s rule, a rule that will create 
frictions and even scandals.

As for the scandal of The Birds, some scholars tried to explain it differently: Gonda Van 
Steen (160) argues that the scandal (and the ban by Konstantinos Tsatsos) actually 
came from the Left and anti-Western language of the translation (by Vassilis Rotas, a 
known left writer) – but, we may now integrate this (and some alike) explanation into 
the division between two aspects of Greekness, and on who will be its most original 
or modern representative in theatre (especially, as far as the transcriptions of the 
ancient drama on stage are concerned).13 The “victory” in this fight was definitely 
by the side of Karolos Koun; providing a new theatrical meaning in Greekness, 
and supported by writers and intellectuals (mostly those integrated into the Left 
ideology), he will be lucky enough to see his aspect becoming the most dominant as 
far as Aristophanes is concerned and creating a new tradition accepted and recycled 
not only by scholars, but also by the public itself. Mavromoustakos  describes Karolos 
Koun’s quest for a Greek way to interpret Aristophanes’s plays (and the domination of 
this quest’s results) as follows: “The search for popular ways will lead Karolos Koun 
to the systematic exploration of morphological elements that are directly perceived 
by some specific version of Greekness. These elements, combined with the exploration 
and creation of a Greek hypocritical code, will eventually create the tradition of The 
Art Theater” (82–83). He continues: 

Each of the performances is characterised by an effort to explore an expression that 
characterises the continuation of the Greek folk tradition. From the kompoloi [a kind of 

13  On Karolos Koun’s modernism as far as Aristophanes is concerned, see also Kaggelari 367–73.    



140 rosary, played by “tough” guys in Greece] and the gramophone with the folk melodies 
of Πλούτος/Wealth in search of modern Greek lyricism, Karolos Koun in Βάτραχοι/
Frogs will turn his reflection into the effort to display a ritual element formed by the 
connection of the oriental to the western tradition. We must perhaps observe that this 
performance completes a first circle of reflection of The Art Theatre on Aristophanic 
comedy. A new circle will open with the very important performance of the Αχαρνής/
Acharnians: here the creation of a folk festival is combined with the codification of a 
play enriched with elements from the Greek shadow theatre, the Karagiozis. Karolos 
Koun will follow a similar approach in Λυσιστράτη/Lysistrata, shifting the focus of his 
reflection on the exploration of Greek folk typology, while in Ειρήνη/Peace the various 
approaches that have so far been tested will lead to the promotion of a climate of 
popular worship, which will characterise, in the consciousness of the modern Greek 
spectator, the whole of the Aristophanist work.  

Karathanos’s perception on Aristophanes

It is now easier to understand not only the various “official” comparisons of Nikos 
Karathanos’s performance with Karolos Koun’s one, but also the, mostly unofficial, 
disapprovals, expressed through social media, on his interpretation on The Birds; 
it’s not only that Koun – in the name of Greekness – managed to impose a specific 
perception on Aristophanes, but also that the audience has identified so much with 
Koun’s perception (especially, after the restoration of democracy in 1975), that it is 
extremely difficult to watch and accept something different, even after 60 years. 

On the contrary, The Birds by Karathanos tended to a more chaotic, inter-sex 
and post-modern expression, with references to European theatre (such as the 
entrance of the two leading actors under a scenic tree, like in S. Beckett’s Waiting 
for Godot) and with a troupe, integrating the most controversial people, such as 
a famous Greek singer, a dwarf actress and a Special Olympics champion (playing 
the god Poseidon). The performance, after its middle, also lost its firm connection 
with the play itself; a giant lighting sphere was lifted at the Epidaurus’s sky 
and the performance closed with a party, reminiscent of modern multicultural 
festivals. According to a discussion with the director, he suggested that these plays 
“are not meant to be performed, but rather to be celebrated”. But, this celebration 
no longer has the same form as Koun’s folk festival; the times and the world have 
changed, affecting Greek society, and Karathanos seems to know it very well when 
he states that his performance is a reflection of everyone’s quest for utopia, which 
is always destroyed by him/herself (Kaltaki “Is Aristophanes”).

For this and similar performances of Aristophanes’s plays, Ioannidis (13 August 2018), 
argues that the modern trend on the revival of Aristophanes’s plays includes “the ‘rip’ 



141of the ‘mantle’ of Greekness, for which great directors had worked in the past, but it 
had become the ‘patchwork’ for comedy performances”. According to this perception, 
the Chorus of the birds in Karathanos’s performance also does not represent a group 
with the same characteristics (like the imaginative category of Greek people), but, 
every one of us in a complex and diverse society. As Antoniou (8) supports, here, (and 
unlike Koun’s performance), every bird had its own identity, since it follows its own 
kinesiological code. Or, according to Karathanos’s words (qtd. in Antoniou 1): “We are 
all different from each other, we are full of minorities. We are not normal. Nobody. We 
want with our diversity to talk about something else.”

It is obvious that with The Birds Karathanos challenged the real core of Greekness, 
as expressed by the tradition of Koun’s performance; the perception that everyone 
living in Greek territory actually belongs to a historically defined group of people 
with common cultural characteristics. But the acceptance of the Greek society’s 
contemporary diversity (not only in theatre) is as difficult as in all European 
countries. And how could it be differently, since, in 2018, Hatzipantazis (Greek 
Symbolism 10) mentions: “We have learned in schools to treat religiously the meaning 
of our national identity [Greekness] and not to accept the slightest deviation”. Even 
today, the ideology of Greekness survives as reference and is constructed by “the use 
of self-stereotypes [and] by stereotypical representations attributed to others […]” 
and even the contemporary economic crisis “is linked to changes in Greek national 
identity” and on the division of others into hostiles and friends (Athanasiadou & 
Figgou 2). Or, as Theodoropoulos concludes (13 January 2019): “since the 1980s, 
when the European flag was raised by the side of the Greek one, discussions on 
Greekness were focused not on what links us with European civilisation but on what 
differentiates us from it”. 



142 Epilogue

Analysing Koun’s The Birds, Sampatakakis (12) emphasises that: “the audience – 
which came to the performance with specific cultural expectations, representational 
concentrations, scenographic desires and acting patterns – verbally expressed 
its frustration for the director’s disrespect, precisely because those things were 
denied onstage”. He continues, arguing that we have to take under consideration the 
imaginary dependence of the ancient play’s attendance with the collective reception 
of a “sacred” national inheritance. After all, as he has already mentioned, referring 
to Althusser’s analysis on ideology’s mechanisms, the collective fantasies, which are 
produced by ideologies, regulate the “smooth adoption of cultural norms”, stimulating 
reactions against artistic products, which escape from the predominant rule (8). 

Greekness for the revival of ancient comedies has truly functioned for more than 60 
years as an ideological mechanism of compliance, correction and punishment. With 
his performance, Koun was able to visualise his contemporary collective fantasy and 
give this abstract but always present ideology a specific shape and form. But today, 
his example remains more as a reference for comparison, grumbling and objections. 
Maybe this is a sign that Greekness has lost its essence and has survived only as a 
visual pattern, an empty sell? Perhaps yes. More certain is that the – sometimes 
harrowing – adjustment of Greek society to global social and cultural changes 
necessarily influences theatre and its practices (as it did with Karathanos’s The Birds). 
And all that is left to persist is some old ideological patterns disguised as “insuperable 
performances”.
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